
Environmental 
impact & footprint



Environmental impact, footprint

 Impacts=changes to ecosystems, biodiversity caused (in)directly by 
humans

 Footprint=the effect we have on the environment
 It becomes worse as the overpopulation continues
 Leads to climate change
 Human civilization has caused the loss of 83% of all wild mammals 

and ½ of plants.
 Global meat consumption is projected to double by 2050 (even 76%)
 We are going to lose biodiversity and increase green house gasses 

emissions





Water pollution

 Rubbish end up in in the water
 Contributes to freshwater crisis (70 % of the world is covered by 

water, 2.5 % of it is fresh, 1 % is accessible! - much of it is trapped)



Results





Solutions



Air pollution

 Natural sources – volcanic eruptions, wildfires
 Most results from human activities – energy use, agriculture



Results



Solutions

 Limit toxic pollutans
 Dicrease the use of fossil use in transportation, manufacturing, 

electricity generation



Deforestation

 Removal of a forest from land which is then converted to a non-
forest use

 The land is used as farms, ranches, or urban use
 Tropical rainforests
 Causes:

 Natural
 By human



Results

 Animals/people die, lose their homes
 With fewer trees left, there is less water in the air to be returned to 

the soil -causes dry soil and the inability to grow crops



Transport

 Major use of energy
 Road transport – the largest contributor to global warming
 By reducing transportation emissions globally, it is predicted that 

there will be significant positive effects on Earth's air 
quality, smog and climate change



Results

 Burns most of the worlds petroleum
 Creates air/light/water pollution, noise
 Destruction of  habitat
 Trafic congestions 
 Greenhouse gas emissions from flights increased by 87 % between 

1990 and 2006



Overconsumption

 1/3 of all food produced is wasted
 Rich western countries
 It can lead to loss of resources



Carbon footprint

 Used as a measure of carbon emissions
1. Direct carbon emissions

 Come from sources that are directly from the site that is 
producing a product

 Burning fuel 
 Emissions from personal vehicles
 Electricity, heat/steam used on site

2. Indirect carbon emissions
 Come from sources upstream or downstream from the studied 

process
 Energy used outside of the production facility
 Product and waste transportation of materials/fuels
 Emissions associated with selling the product











Ways to reduce your carbon footprint

 RRRR
 Less children
 Do not travel by plane
 Drive less
 Eat/buy local food
 Avoid meat – plant based diet
 Do not throw out food
 Use less air conditioning and heating (add insulation to the walls)
 Develope alternative, renewable resources
 Reforestation



Water footprint







How can you find out your environmental footprint?

1. Global footprint network
 How many planets do we need if everybody lives like you?
 https://www.footprintcalculator.org/

2. World wildlife fund WWF
 How big is your environmental impact?
 https://footprint.wwf.org.uk/#/

3. Fashion footprint calculator
 How “dirty is your closet? “
 https://www.thredup.com/fashionfootprint/

https://www.footprintcalculator.org/
https://footprint.wwf.org.uk/
https://www.thredup.com/fashionfootprint/
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Thank you for you 
attention!!<3
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